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Fisheries

Atlantic blue�n tuna populations’
genetic links could a�ect �shery
management strategies

19 December 2023
By Responsible Seafood Advocate

Study uncovers unexpected genetic links across Atlantic
blue�n tuna spawning grounds, with implications for
�sheries management

A new study has found that Atlantic blue�n tuna from the three known spawning grounds are more
genetically interconnected than previously thought.

The study, published in Molecular Ecology (https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/mec.17188),
was led by Spain-based AZTI Technology Centre and involved a team of researchers from eight
countries – including three NOAA Fisheries scientists.  This is the �rst genetic analysis of Atlantic
blue�n tuna to include all known spawning grounds, with the challenge of determining the origin of
individuals spawning in the northeastern United States and updating information on �sh stocks.

“For all these years, we have assumed that blue�n tuna, despite their ability to make large migrations
within the Atlantic Ocean, remain loyal to spawning at the same area where they were born,” said
Natalia Díaz-Arce, a �sheries genetics researcher at AZTI. “However, spawning activity has recently
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been detected in an area off the northeastern coast of the United States that had not been included in
previous genetic studies and whose origin was unknown.”

Conservation efforts are helping to protect valuable blue�n tuna, but more information on their biology
is needed to create effective �sheries management plans that can adapt to population and distribution
changes.

(https://bspcerti�cation.org/)

This study showed that tuna from the Mediterranean and the Gulf of Mexico use the spawning area off
the northeast coast of the United States. In addition, for the �rst time, adults of Mediterranean origin
were observed spawning in the Gulf of Mexico. The research also identi�ed traces of the albacore tuna

A new study has found that Atlantic blue�n tuna from the three known spawning grounds are more
genetically interconnected than previously thought, with implications for �sheries management. Photo
credit: NOAA.
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genome in the genome of Mediterranean blue�n tuna, suggesting an ancient hybridization between the
two species.

“Just as humans have a small percentage of Neanderthal DNA, the Mediterranean blue�n tuna also
carries in its genome a genetic footprint of a closely related species, the albacore tuna,” explained Díaz-
Arce.

The individuals from the third spawning area analyzed by the AZTI team show intermediate genetic
characteristics and also carry these traces of albacore tuna.

“These �ndings show that what were thought to be two reproductively isolated populations (those that
spawn in the Mediterranean and the Gulf of Mexico, respectively), although they tend to return to the
area where they were born, are not only demographically connected, but they also mix in the spawning
ground at the northeastern United States,” she said.

The study revealed that blue�n tuna populations, thought to be reproductively isolated in the
Mediterranean and the Gulf of Mexico, are not only connected but also mix in the spawning ground off
the northeastern United States.

The �ndings have important implications for developing strategies to manage �sheries, ensuring both
the sustainable exploitation and conservation of blue�n tuna. In addition, the discovery of the
connectivity of the Mediterranean with the other two spawning areas could have future implications,
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such as the genetic homogenization of all blue�n tuna worldwide and an impact on the resilience of
blue�n tuna to environmental changes.

The project, scheduled for completion in 2023, received funding from the Basque Government and
support from the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT).

Read the full study here (https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/mec.17188).
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